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BEAUTIFUL, BUT DOES IT HAVE TO BE SO COMPLICATED

NOVEMBER 10, 1986

RICHARD S. HAIT

Ernest Hemingway liked to write about fishing.
This
exchange is between two fishing companions who are well on their
way towards celebrating a successful day on the stream :
Bill had poured out the drinks.
"That's an awfully big shot," Nlck said.
"Not for us, Wemmedge," Bill said.
"What'll we drink to," Nick asked, holding up his glass.
"Let's drink to fishing," Bill said.
"All right," Nick said. "Gentlemen, I give you fishing."
"Fishing," Nick said, "that's what we drink to."
"It's better than baseball," 13i11 said.
Some of you, maybe most of you, may not agree with
that. But I assure you we are not here to decide whether fishing is
better than baseball.
A subtitle for this piece could be "The Short Happy Sex
Life of a Mayfly." This may give us some idea of where we are
headed, definitely not an argument with baseball.

Earl Johnson is a friend of mine who loves to fish. Earl
would rather fish than anything. And I mean anything. And when you
ask Earl's wife, she looks resigned and lonely. She knows what
anyt hing means.
Earl just started rambling one night about one of his
fishing days. He gets fairly detailed when he is excited about £lshing
for brown trout in a cold, fast-moving stream -- so bear with me.
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"It was one of those perfect mountain days," Earl said.
"The sky was that deep July blue. It was early morning and not a
cloud anywhere.
"T he stream was clear, cold.
Trout temperature.
Constant fifty-eight degrees as 1t comes down from that big dam
about seven mile s upstream. Warming spring temperatures melt the
snow pack. This keeps the lake behind the dam well filled with cold
water thro ughou t the summer.
'11 remember," Earl said, "the bitching when they built
that dam. Said it would destroy three miles of beautiful trout
stream, and, of course, it did. But is used to be that by mid-July this
stream was nearl y dry. Now, with regular water release for power
needs in Denver, it flows constant all summer long."
Earl could not just tell about his fishing. The part about
preparation was important and he wanted you to know the details.
The amo unt of gear needed is impressive. As he suited up with all
this stuff, it made him feel like a matador, Earl said. He tends to be
a little dra matic .
~nd the equipment is sort of complicated. Waders, vest
with fi fteen se parate pockets, sev e ral boxes of flies, spare leaders,
sunglasses, big visored hat, landing net and wading stick. The river
was not only deep, but fast, nearly five miles per hour. Once, when
he had fallen , the stick had saved Ead's life.

Earl entered the stream as quietly as possible. His first
cast was to holding water near the bank. He cast quickly, and had his
first fish , a nice ten-inch brown trout. Before releasing it back into
the stream, Earl dug a simple chemist's syringe from one of those
fift een pockets In his vest. He gently forced it into the fish's mouth
and stomach. One squeeze and he had drawn his sample, then back
into the stream went the fish. Earl carefully pumped the stomach
contents out into his hand. The fish's breakfast was right there in his
pal m.
. He saw a large number of tiny, midge-sized insects,
perhaps fifteen, several other insects and -- what he was looking for
- - two flies, not yet digested. Despite their interest in dry flies,
most fishermen realize that <:tbout eighty-five percent of a fish's diet
is derived from unhatched insects, which fi sh ;nhale while the insects
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are still submerged. But the flies in his hand told Earl this fish, at
least, was finding food on the surface.
And now he could see more e vidence. There were flies in
large numbers, which appeared to be the very prolific green drake.
The duns were struggling in the water as they transformed into flying
insects. As their wings dried, they lifted off, hovered weakly, fell
back and then lifted off again. The hatch was under way.
Hours ago they had been green drake nymphs floating free
in the water, after having dislodged themselves from their original
home under a rock or in bottom gravel.
And there was action. Not twenty-five feet away the fish
were rising, slurping in the hatching flies with a sound not unlike a
small boy passing gas.
Earl made ready. His fly rod, about eight feet long of
tempered graphite, was rigged with thirty feet of floating fly line and
about eight feet of finely tapered leader. Ear 1 added four feet of
even finer nylon tippett material, joining the two with a surprisingly
strong blood knot he first learned from a surgeon. Earl told me he
never realized how clever those doctors were with their hands.
From another of his fifteen pockets Earl produced a box
full of dry flies -- all with barbless hooks, since the state had ruled
this was a catch and release stream. You can catch them, but you
cannot keep them. From the dozens of dry flies in his box he
selected a size fourteen green drake, a remarkably close immitation
of the flies on the water.
From another pocket came magnifying glasses of the style
used by jewelers -- very important for close work. The fine tippe tt
was threaded through the tiny eye of the fly hook, then the clinch
knot secured the fly tightly to the line.
Fingernail clippers emerged fro m another pocket. Earl
carefully snipped off the straggle end of the tippett; he .wan~ed to be
sure it did not distract the fish. Then a dab of vasel1ne-llke stuff
called muscalin from another pocket to keep the fly dry, and ~igh ~n
the water, like the real thing. He was finally ready -- and Just 10

time.
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A very sizeable brown trout, larger than the rest, was
gently taking green drakes just twenty-five feet away. Earl braced
for the cast. His target was three feet upstream from the fish.
The cast was perfect. The fly floated right down to
where Earl wanted it. It drifted toward the fish, he went for it
and the da m') fish missed. Took a real fly instead.
But the fish was still there, and Earl cast again. He false
cast once to dry the fly. That is the wonderful long, graceful
sweeping forwa rd of the line, not letting it touch the water, and then
back, and then gliding forward.
Thi s time the fish hit, the hook lodged and held. Water
was ever ywhere . The fish went down, then away toward cover near
the bank, then he broke the surface and arched gracefully back into
the water. The knots held, the leader held and the rod bent under the
fish's we igh t.
Earl grabbed his spring-release net where it hung on his
belt. Each run was becoming a little shorter. And then the fish was
netted. He measured just twenty-one inches, not the biggest -- but
possibly the most beautiful brown trout Earl had ever seen. The
barbless hook easily twisted loose from the fish's upper lip. Earl
pointed the brown gently upstream, holding it carefully until life
began to return . Then the fish was gone.
Earl could not believe it. No time seemed to have passed,
yet his watch told him nearly thirty-five minutes had elapsed since
he tied the first blood knot.
Just then Earl spied two young women in their early
twenties, on the bank, a short distance away. Even with his eyes
shielded by polar aids, Earl could tell they were unusual specimens.
Both were quite blonde, tall, tan and packed into very tight blue
jeans. Quite a sight even for Earl.
They had been watching the whole performance, with
experienced eyes. As Earl looked up, they gently clapped their hands
in brief, almost silent, applause. Then they were gone -- and Earl
was alone again.
By now it must be apparent to this perceptive group that
very little of this tale ever took place. But this simple story may
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help us understand trout fishermen - - their fan~ iful image of ~ow it
should have been -- or how it will be the next tnne they wade mto a
stream.
This is not the real world of fis hing, however. From the
very beginning, things went too smoothly for Earl . The knots got tied
with the first attempt, and they held fa st. The trout were rising,
when often they feed below the surface. And the flies were hatching,
which rnos t of the time they do not. There was no wind, and it wa s
warm -- and not raining. No willow trees to catch the backcast. In
this version, the fish hit and stayed hooked. And there was not
another fisherman in sight.
Trout fishing is a beautiful experience but, as we saw, it
can become mighty complicated.
During Earl's thirty-five minutes with the fish he had to
draw on knowledge of tackle, knot tieing, casting, matching a hatch.
This combination of intellectual, scientific and athletic requirement
is what seems to provide many men - - and women -- wlth endless
challenge and interest.
Write rs also share this fa scination -- and they have for
centuries. The book shelves of fishermen are filled with endless
advice on how to select equipment, handle tackle, find fish, match
flies and so on. Our libraries also offer ample evidence.
Over at Vine and Eighth Stre ets, our excellent local
library has well over one thousand books on fishing of all types. As
with other subjects, many of those books probably should not have
even been written, let alone published.
But there they are.
Forty-seven categories of fact and fictjon, instruction and analysis.
.
. We have entire sections on big game fish, black bass, blue
fiSh, boneflsh, and sharks, marlin, pike and walleyes.
Some mighty strange titles can be found like, How to Pish
from Top,to Bottom: 52 Essays on Fis hing for Fish Not in the Pond.
We ~l~o find lengthy, thick treatises with very detailed instructions
on tlemg ,hundred,s o,f f lies. One book c arries the revealing title, The
Aeronautlcs of Fishing. And, yes, one book is devoted to fishing in
Cincinnati pay lakes.
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, So, before proceeding further, let us be clear on what we
are talkmg a~ut here. It Is trout, brown trout. The Latin name for
brown tro ut IS salmo trutta of the same illustrious family as salmo
solar, the f
ous Atlantic salmon.
,
0 her close salmo relatives are the rainbow trout and its
sea-gomg offshoot, the steelhead, the famous cutthroat trout of the
western moun ain s and the golden trout.
Fishe rmen seem to savor every last item of detail about
the sport , and the writers and book publishers are there to oblige.
Cer tainly, on<: of the major attractions of trout fishing is
the waters he re they llve -- they run through some of the most
beautif ul areas in the world.
These streams are found in every continent, usually in
mountain a eas away from urban concentration. And there is a
reason -- trou t are very picky. Water must be cold, somewhere
between forty -five dlld sixty-five degrees. It must be clean -- trout
do not s "Ie in polluted rivers. And it must have the proper
alkalinity balance as well as readily available oxygen.
Before long, fishermen learn that it helps to know a little
biology, a ouch of liminology and a good dose of entomology. For it
is the insect life, and how it thrives, that largely determines the
ability of a stream to support a trout population.
Tro ut eat many different insects: grasshoppers, ants of
various ypes, smaller minnow-sized fish and, of course, a wide
assortme n+ of flies of all types. Turn over a rock or two in any good
trout stream and you will find countless larva and midge-sized forms
of insec ts.
Mayflies, caddisflies and stoneflies comprise most
varietie s.
Mayflies, for example, come in many delectable sizes and
colors. The common Latin name for mayflies is ephemerella, from
the same root that produces our more common word, ephemeral -that which is fleeting or lasting only one day . For the mayfly, what a
day it is .
As eggs, mayflies lurk under rocks and pebbles.
In
per ha ps thirty days, the eggs hatch and become nymphs -- which are
not to be confused with the beautiful maidens of Greek mythology.
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These nymphs languish in their homes on the river bottom a year or
more, until that magic moment whe n temperature and season
determine they will emerge -- and the ha t c hing process begins. As
minute particles, the nymphs make their way to the surface. As
Earl's stomach pump reveaieci, a large perce nt of a trout's diet is
consum e d while the nymphs are swimming upward. When nymphs are
in great profusion, and surface hatching has not begun, a wise trout
will not be found anywhere near the surface. Which adds real
challenge to those who fish only with dry flies .
Once on the surface, things move with remarkable speed
for our hatching mayflies. They become fly like duns -- and then
begin a furious e:fIort to dry their wings a nd take flight.
Once airborne, they mature quickly and the mISSIon
becomes mating. Imagine, only hours afte r hatching and al ready on a
se xual prowl. The copulation c an take place immediately or perhaps
hours later, with a stop off rest period in nearby trees and bushes.
With "Idling completed, the male soon dies and falls to
the ground or stream -- where, as a spinner, he is once again trout
food. And thus conclude s the short, happy sex life of the mayfly.
The female shortly lays her eggs on the water, hoping
they will lodge at the stream bottom to begin the whole process again
in another season. To respond to each stage of this process, the
c rafty tyer of flies creates immitations of the real thing, whether
nymph, dun, spinner or eggs.
Their creativity is impressive. Don Dubois compiled The
Fisherman's Handbook of Artificial Trout Flies which includes an
incredible fifty-four hundred varieties, dry, wet, nymphs and so on.
But not all those who fish believe so 11 terally in the theory
of ma tching a hatch. There are very good fishermen, possibly right in
this room, who put on blue jeans, tennis shoes and take only two or
three flies into the stream -- and they do quite well. So it does not
have to be so complex.
From this you might reasonably conclude t~at, fish are
responsible for taking most of the flies as fo~d. Bu: thl,S 15 not so.
Another major consumer of dry flies are the bIrds, primanly swallows
nnd swifts and gulls ancl the like.
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In fac t, they can be the first clue that a hatch Is on.
Swallows, fo example, literally swarm from their roosts as soon as
the flies be ' leaving the water. It is a welcome sight to any
fisherman 100 ' ag for action.

A yone who has seen a hatch in the Grand Canyon of the
Yellowsto ne
s stumbled on one of the little-known marvels of
Yellowst~ne Park . One can see California gulls -- scores and scores
-~ ,swoop ng , ~ou gh the entire fifteen hundred feet of the canyon,
dmIng on 3: ~ u es as they have hatchf>d and are copulating over the
Yellowstone R <fer .

J of this -- the fish interacting the stream the beauty
of, the se . 'lgs and the interchange between man and nat~re -_ all of
th!s has s
ed the interest of countless writers.
gave us
particu ..
Walton, .
first wid

emingway, in claiming fishing is better than baseball,
d e t~ ~he Ii terary fascination provided by fishing,
ou t fishmg. It is scarcely a new phenomenom. Issac
mid-seventeenth century, gave birth to perhaps the
I"ead book on fishing.

e
before Walton, several centuries before Christ,
Greek a.i
Rom an writers were describing the activities of trout,
including
' propensi ty to feed on flies which hover over the
wa ter. 3
no mention is found of the art of fishing with an
Immita '00 fly .
Probably the earliest identifiable attempt to capture the
technique
spirit of trout fishing came in 1496 from Dame Juliana
Berners.
British resident of Sopwell, she gave instruction, as
writers s " 1 do today, on when and how to fish. But she seems to be
among the "rst to advise thusly:
"You must not use this sport for coveting nor for
increasinc Jour money. But mainly for your enjoyment and the health
of you r ~y ,1I and -- note this -- "especially of your soul., And," she
contin ues a ssuredly, "all those who do will have the blessmg of God
and St. Pe er ."
The prescription of trout fishi.ng for the r:demption of the
spirit a nd the soul repeats itself with regularity through the
centu es.
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Issac Walton's famous work first appeared in 165.3.
Walton, who is generally regarded as the patron saint of flyflshj~g,
gave it the full title "The Compleat Angler -- or The Contemplatlve
Man's Recreation."
Its style and common sense soon captured wide public
interest as a work of literature as well as advice on sport. At one
point, it was reputed to be the third largest se lling book in the
English language, trailing only to the Holy Bible and Pilgrim's
Progress.
One of the famous lines from Wal ton extolls fishing this
way:
"Indeed, we may say of angling as Dr. Boteler said of
strawberries, 'Doubtless God could have made a better berry, but
doubtless God never did, and so God never did make a more calm,
quiet, innocent recreation than angling.'"
We are fortunate to have a copy of the original 1847 U.S.
publication of the Complete Angler in the rare book section of our
public library. It is a unique bit of sport writing.
Through Walton, and his successors, fishing became much
more than simply sport.
"Angling," he says, "is an art, an art worth your learning;
the question is - - Gre you CGPGble of learning it? For angling is
somewhat like poetry."
This literary milestone has stimulated writers and poets
of all stripes to express the feelings released by their own experience
with fiShing. Some not quite to the level of Walton or Hemingway.
Listen to this from a prestigeous American author in
1930: "Fishing is a chance to wash one's soul, with pure air, with the
rush of the brook or with the shimmer of the sun on the blue water."
Those lines were penned by a fisherman -- who was also
president of the United States -- Herbert Hoover. Written in the
midst of the developing Depression, his words make interesting
reading today. You will note they are expressed with the same crisp
logic we have come to expect from today's poli ticians:
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"Lots of people," he says, "committed crimes during the
year who would not have done so if they had been fishing." That is
wha t he sai d.
Hoo l er continues: "The spiritual uplift of good will,
cheerfulness and o ptimism that accompanies every fishing expedition
is the peculiar spi rit that our people need in these troubled times of
suspicion and dou bt. They ought all to be sent fishing periodically,"
he said. We I we may have here yet another explanation for the
outcome of
1932 election.
e have noted that since Walton, and even before, men,
and a fe w
en, have provided a cascade of literature covering all
aspects of ~ LShi n g. These works fall into at least three categories:
One is ba -c instruction in the techniques and tackle of angling. That
is, how to fool t he fish.
" nother writing area includes all the research and
biological aspects of fishing -- stream limnology, the
study of
sects and other trout food, and intense study of trout
behavi:>:- Itsel f. That is, what is going on in that stream or pond. As
one e x pIe , recent research has led to discontinuing the program of
stoc ki g n"J an y streams with new fish each year. Studies proved that
some s ~eam s can support only so many fish and that introducing
adde
~e c reated too much competition for available food -- with
the ne: e sult that little permanent increase in the fish population
re s te.
The third wrItmg area is the one we will examine in the
fe w mi nutes remaining -- that being the efforts by creative writers
to explore the unusual blend of human participation with a natural
se tin g that repre sents the essence of stream fishing.
In do ing so, we might briefly contrast such efforts with
those in other sports.
The re is a spirit and sensitivity In the literature of trout
fis hing that one does not usually find in other sports. It stems from
t he difference s in the sports themselves. From football, we all recall
those memorable lines from Grantland Rice which he jotted after an
Army-Notre Da me game on the plains of West Point:
Out li nes against the blue-grey October sky,
The Four Horsemen rode again. In drarnatic
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lore they were known as famine, pestilence,
destruction and death.
They are aliases.
Their real names are Stuhldreher, Miller,
Crowley and Layden.
Nicely done, but the warning of the apocalypse is not one
we would expect to emerge from writers such as Dame l3erners who
promised fishermen the blessing of God and St. Peter.
Baseball as well. Baseball, we know, is a roudy, noisy
game, not a bit like fishing. Roger Kahn in his classic book about the
Brooklyn Dodgers, The Boy's of Summer, gives us this:
Brooklyn Dodger pitcher, Carl Erskine, has
been having difficulty throwing strikes.
Someone scratches a single two men walk.
Now with nobody out and the bases loaded, the
paradi.gm of constancy, the archetypal Dodger
fan, rises jn Ebbetts Field.
"Come on Orskine," he bellows , "these guys
stink."
A curve breaks low.

"Don't worry, I'm wltcha."
A curve is high.
"H ang in there," ca 11 s t h
e I
an"
, you can do it,

01sk."

A fast ball sails high. Ball three.

"Go get 'em," the fan shouts.
Oisk, baby."
A final fast ball
forcing in a run.

1S

inside.

"We love ya,

The batter walks,

"Hey, Dressen," screams the constant fan,
"Take the bum out."
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Now contrast these sentiments with those in this sonnett
by Edward Ma~on found in the forward of the first American
publication of the Compleat Angler:
Walton! when, weary to the world, I turn
My pensive soul to thee, I soothing fi.nd
The mee kness thy plain contented mmd
Acts like some healing charm, fro m thee I learn
To sym pathize with nature, nor repine.
Once again, we see that theme which extolls the healing
effect of fishing on one's soul.
Or this by W. D. Whetherell:
No river can
imagination.

match

the

rivers

of

our

"Fly fishing," he says, "is a discipline that in sensitive
hands can accou nt for a special perspective putting practitioners in a
closer, more harmonious association with the river they fish."
Other efforts have gone in different directions. Clarke
and Goddard, in thier book Trout and Fly, first ask "Why trout?
What's so spec ial about this salmo trutta?"
They conclude it is neither size - - many fish are bigger
nor intelligence -- with their excellent eyesight, trout would not be
caught a t all if they were very smart.
Is it their beauty? They are beautiful -- and full of fight.
But then, they philosophize that man is a natural hunter and trout can
be stalked; they can be deceived through skill and immitation; and
that when the trout rises, when he breaks the water barrier between
h1m and ma n, all this together represent s a challenge seldom found in
other fishing. Interesting argument.
Writers, and artists too, have found countless ways to
present the feeling and experience of trout fishing. There is one
work, written in the United States just ten years ago, of particular
note. In just a few years, it has achieved almost cult status in
certain literary circles. Titled A River Runs Through It, it takes just
one hundr ed fifteen pages to create a vivid story based on the
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writer's youthful experience with his family and fishing. in the
Blackfoot River of Montana. Here is wha t he says about castmg:
The cast was so soft and slow tha t it could be
followed like an ash settling f rom a fireplace
chimney. One of life's qUiet exci tements, he
said, is to stand somewhat apart f rom yourself
and watch yourself becoming the author of
something beautiful, even if it is only a
floating ash."
And this about hatching flies:
Blundering and soft-bellied, they had been
born before they had brains. They had spent a
year under water on legs, had crawled out on a
rock -- had become flies -- and copulated the
ninth and tenth segments of thei r abdomens,
and then had died as the first light wind blew
them Into the water where fish circled
excitedly. They were a fish's dream come true
stupid, succulent, and exhausted from
copulation. Still, he goes on, it would be hard
to know what gigantic portion of human life is
spent in this same ratio of ye ars under water
on legs to one premature, exhausted moment
on Wings.
The writer is Norman McClean, native of Montana and
professor of Engllsh at the University of Chicago when he wrote this,
hi s fi rst book, at the age of se venty-three. The book has been
described by many reviewers as a masterpie ce.
What is highly
intriguing, however, is his response to the Alfred Knopf publishers
inquiring about his latest writings. They had turned down his first
manuscript of A River Runs Through It several years earlier. His
response is one many of us might have savored writing:
If the state of affairs should be such that

should be the last author in the world -- and
Alfred Knopf was the last publisher in the
world -- then that would be the e nd of all
books.
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Norman McClean sounds like a possible candidate for
membership in The Literary Club.
Perhaps he could become a
successor t o ou r witful secretary when he decides to give up his
office.
W -te r McClean squeezes in an historical item having
nothing to do i t h fishing. The Literary Club has recently heard an
excellent summary of how and why General George Custer died. In
his book, McCle an's brother has a very close relationship with a
dazzling, empe stuous Cheyenne woman who is very warlike,
particularl y afte r a few drinks. McClean tells us that at least one of
the Indian girl's grandmothers had been with the Cheyenne and Sioux
when the y destroyed Custer's Seventh Cavalry. The Cheyenne squaws
weshing, we ill simply note that all fishing literatllre does not have
the grace and style of Walton, Hemingway Or Norman McClean.
Probably most of what occupies those many shelves at the
library is sImp ly instruction -- basic advice on how to fish, how to tie
flies an d so on. Prosaic stuff, but some of it is surprisingly well done.
One of the be st is by Joe Brooks entitled simply Trout Fishing. It is
the usua straight stuff, straightly written, clearly illustrated and
heavily endor sed by other experts.
:'nother approach is a very irreverent, but accurate,
comic- boo -like presentation designed to attract beginning
fisher men with humor and simplicity.
Called the Curtis Creek
Manafes 0, it is written by an anti-establishment type, Sheridan
Armst r ng. You at least have to be interested in an author who
styles hillsel f as "angler, artist, wanderer and eternal foe of the work
ethic." And then goes on to prove it.
His advice is right
Frigh tened fish can't be caught."

to

the

point:

"Mustn't scare.

Or, "If it's easy, you are probably doing it wrong."
His ten commandments on fishing include this:
Thou shalt cast with precision and thy fly shalt
like a cobweb alight.
And this - - which lets you know he is a clear thinker, and
possibly a reader of Issac Walton:
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Thou shalt love the waters and all things that
nourish therefrom . For all nature is thy home
and all living things are thy kin.
Anderson did not write this closing thought. It reputedly
was carved in stone two thousand years ago. It give s those who fish
this encouraging support:
The Gods, it sa ys, do not subtract from the
allotted span of men's lives - - the hours they
spend in fishing.
Thank you.

